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Description

I have installed a ceph cluster using the latest stable (luminous 12.2.0). I enabled the dashboard and zabbix plugin. Both report

wrong values for ceph health. The cluster is in HEALTH_WARN state whereas both zabbix and the dashboard show HEALTH_OK.

I have added a screenshot from the new dashboard which show a degraded pool and the overall status "HEALTH_OK".

History

#1 - 09/06/2017 03:34 PM - Josh Durgin

- Project changed from Ceph to mgr

#2 - 09/08/2017 02:28 PM - John Spray

How odd...

Please could you add these settings on mon and mgr nodes:

debug mon = 10

debug mgr = 10

debug ms = 1

 

Then restart mon+mgr, get it into this state again (system unhealthy but mgr says HEALTH_OK), and attach the mon/mgr logs since the restart.

#3 - 09/11/2017 08:57 AM - Tobias Rehn

It is getting strange now. I restarted my mon/mgr nodes and the problem disappeared. It seems to work now and I cannot reproduce the problem

currently. Maybe the active mgr had an issue.

I will keep my eyes on the problem and get back to you once I have further information. From my side the ticket can be closed.
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#4 - 09/11/2017 09:07 AM - John Spray

- Status changed from New to Can't reproduce

#5 - 02/09/2018 10:27 AM - Hans van den Bogert

Has this been addressed in another ticket? This is exactly what I'm experiencing all the time.

#6 - 02/20/2018 07:41 AM - Martin Emrich

Same issue here with 12.2.2. I just restarted all mgr and mon with debuglevel 10. After restart, the dashboard correctly displays the HEALTH_WARN

state.

#7 - 02/20/2018 01:30 PM - John Spray

This seems likely to be the same issue as http://tracker.ceph.com/issues/22142, the fix for which will be in 12.2.3

#8 - 02/20/2018 04:19 PM - Martin Emrich

Thanks John... :)

Time to upgrade...
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